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which the writer, the exact nature of the origination, and the exact
extent to which the writer paraphrased, commented, and blended
allegory with fact, are (in my opinion) at present unknown' (Preface).
' The Fourth Gospel was probably written by some one connected with
the author of Revelation.' It is implied that the Gospel and First
Epistle are from one hand. 'The reputed author or originator—the
disciple whom Jesus loved—lived (so says tradition) to a great age.'
'OtSa^tv (xxi 24) is one word and represents the attestation of un-
named persons', ' the words following the attestation in the first person
are an addition, supposed to come from the teaching of the aged
Disciple, repeating, in effect, what he had said at the conclusion of the
first edition of the Gospel'. This is a theory, which at least gets rid of
that phantom John the Presbyter and meets all difficulties. How great
must have been the Plato of the beloved disciple, Dr Abbott may fairly
claim to have shewn. But is there really room for him ? Dr Abbott is
not quite sure himself, for he says (1891) 'the book seems to combine
the occasional diffuseness of an old man with the general and pervasive
subtlety of a master of words in the prime of intellect'. At any rate
on this theory we can never say, what is due to author and what to
originator, for the Gospel is a xnw apatfxK. That these volumes will go
through another edition is to be hoped. Their author will probably
never agree with Deissmann, that the Gospel is ' ganz volkstiimlich':
nor should we wish him to do so, if that implies the absence of literary
art But if it only means that it was throughout intelligible to the
public to which it was addressed, it is not impossible that he may one
day be led by his investigations further in that direction.
G. C. RICHARDS.
A NEW EDITION OF THE POEM OF ARATOR.
Aratore: contribute aUo studio delta Letteratura Latino nel Media Evo,
by GIUSEPPE LUDOVICO PERUGI. (Tipogr. Patriarc. gia Cordelia,
Venice, 1908.)
ITALIAN scholars have always taken a commendable interest even in
the lesser lights of their national literature, and it is therefore no
surprise to receive from Italy a separate edition of the Italian Latin
poet Arator, whose poem De Actibus Apostolorum has not been pub-
lished by itself, or, so far as we know, in any form, for over half
a century. The last edition, that of A. Hiibner (Neisse, 1850), has
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no special merits, and the time had certainly come when a new edition
might safely be issued. Signor Perugi in an interesting introduction
of fifty-three pages treats in succession the life of the poet, the poem,
the metre, and the circulation of the poem. Altogether he enumerates
eighteen manuscripts, of which the oldest are Chartres No. 70 (saec. ix),
Monte Cassino No. 146 (saec. x), and Orleans No. 295 (saec. x).1
A list of printed editions is followed by a brief classification of the
manuscripts. Perugi distinguishes two classes, one of which is
characterized by omission of various lines contained in the other.
The text is printed in large clear type with a brief critical apparatus :
an index of select words and a table of contents conclude the volume.
The interest of the edition would have been increased if the
manuscripts had been further classified, if the editor had added
references to chapter and verse of the canonical Acts in the margin, and
if he had indicated throughout the borrowings from earlier poets.1 The
editor's aim, however, has been merely to give us an improved text, not
in any sense a final edition of the poet, and he has succeeded in his
aim. In accuracy the printing falls short of our Northern standards.
The critical apparatus contains too much merely orthographical material:
on eliminating this we get the impression that the manuscript tradition
is almost unanimous.
A. SOUTER.
BOOKS ON THE NEW TESTAMENT.
IN The Son of Man: or Contributions to the Study of the Thoughts of
Jesvs, by Dr Edwin A. Abbott (Cambridge University Press, 1910), we
have a very thorough treatment of the various problems connected with
the title ' The Son of Man'—as it occurs in the Old and in the New
Testament. Dr Abbott begins by stating a working hypothesis, on the
basis of which he examines with minute care all the passages bearing
on the question.
His hypothesis may be stated briefly as follows. When our Lord
uses this self-appellation, He is commonly supposed to be recalling to
His hearers' minds the imagery of Daniel and of Enoch. The title is
a recognized Messianic title, and our Lord in using it claims for Himself
1
 His list is not complete : a Cambridge MS has been omitted, and I believe there
is also one at Reims.
1
 For example sanguini fuso (I 19a) is a tag of Lucan (II 439, IV 378), pratptU
curstt (I 359) of Statins (T/itb. vi 398).
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